Fabulous Monsters: Dracula, Alice, Superman, and Other Literary Friends
Alberto Manguel 9780300247381 $18.95 256 pp 38 b/w illust A bestiary of literary friends from the beloved library of a distant childhood, charmingly illustrated with Manguel's own 'doodles.' Fictional characters at their best often seem more alive than our friends of solid flesh.’

Lakota America: A New History of Indigenous Power
Pekka Hämäläinen 9780300215953 $35 544 pp 54 b/w A magisterial big picture of the Lakotas across four centuries, against four colonial empires, a brilliant new interpretation of the West, not the story we think we know. Deeply researched, epic in scale, interpretively adventurous, ambitious, will influence historians for years.’ - Richard White

Princess of the Hither Isles: A Black Suffragist’s Story from the Jim Crow South
Adele Logan Alexander 9780300242607 $30 352 pp "a multi-generational family saga of stunning interracial complexity, remarkable cosmopolitanism, and heart-rending injustice.” David Levering Lewis "By writing about her own grandmother, she helps us discover our own country.” Gloria Steinem

Golden Prospects: Daguerreotypes of the California Gold Rush
Jane L Aspinwall 9780300246216 $50 168 pp 175 color 11x11 From pick, pan, and shovel to hydraulics - an extraordinary look at the Gold Rush and the transformation of the American West.

Star Stories: Constellations and People
Anthony Aveni 9780300241280 $26 224 pp 34 b/w "Connections between Earth Mother and Sky Father are universal. The stories in this book are wise and wonder-filled” – Sunny Dooly, Diné Wisdom Keeper

Fungipedia: A Brief Companion to Mushroom Lore
Lawrence Millman 9780691194721 $16.95 208 pp 51 b/w Counter size! John Cage, Terrence McKenna, mushroom sex, fairy rings. "Who knew?" - Bill McKibben "...the most interesting, readable, and useful fungus book ever. His introduction, full of art and mirth, is the best essay I have read on this mysterious kingdom.” - Robert Michael Pyle

Narrative Economics
Robert Shiller 9780691182292 $27.95 384 pp 18 b/w Nobel laureate on viral economic stories just in time for the recession – readable and entertaining, expect all-channel buzz

Protest! A History of Social and Political Protest Graphics
Liz McQuiston 97806911998330 $39.95 288 pp 400 color Protest! documents iconic images of protest over centuries and the integral role of the visual arts in passionate efforts for change.

The Fire Is Upon Us: James Baldwin, William F. Buckley Jr., and the Debate over Race in America
Nicholas Buccola 9780691181547 $29.95 496 pp 26 bw Retells Civil Rights through the historic debate between Baldwin and Buckley. "...two iconic wordsmiths at the peak of their divergent powers. How force-fully the past is past, but also so present in the hands of a superb scholar.” — David W. Blight

This Land Is Our Land: The Struggle for a New Commonwealth
Jedediah Purdy 9780691195643 164 pp Brief, powerful, timely, and hopeful. About how the land we share divides us, and how it could unite us. “A profound meditation for our heedless era.” – Elizabeth Kolbert “An urgent and important work.” – Robert Macfarlane “A Thoreauvian wake up ...Don’t just read this book – think with it.” Laura Dassow Walls
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Novacene: The Coming Age of Hyperintelligence  
*James Lovelock*  
9780262043649 160 pp  
The originator of the Gaia hypothesis is now 100 years old - and looking ahead! *Are robots going to kill us all? They might if they feel like it,* says the scientist James Lovelock in his new book. Or they might not. I have never read a jaunter book about artificial intelligence taking over the world. — *The Times*

Growth: From Microorganisms to Megacities  
*Vaclav Smil*  
39.95 664 pp 178 illus  
From simple to complex systems – microbes to population dynamics, Smil grasps massive data in evolutionary and historical perspectives.  
*"I wait for new Smil books the way some people wait for the next Star Wars movie."* - Bill Gates

Dr. Space Junk vs the Universe: Archaeology and the Future  
*Alice Gorman*  
9780262043434 $27.95 304 pp  
A mesmerizing tour of human effects on planetary space.

Handprints on Hubble: An Astronaut's Story of Invention  
*Kathryn D. Sullivan*  
9780262043182 $26.85 248 pp 48 color  
The first American woman to walk in space, a gripping scientific memoir.

The Householders: Robert Duncan and Jess  
*Tara McDowell*  
9780262042710 29.95 244 pp 44 color  
The San Francisco household supported Duncan and Jess in their life and art. *"casts a superbly illuminating light on the singular domestic life shared by Robert Duncan and Jess, that musée imaginaire so generative of their artistic accomplishments."* Michael Palmer

Show Specials

**MIT Press:** Code MIT@Indies  
48% and FREE FREIGHT, 90 days, on 15+ units  
Valid Sept 1 – Nov 30, 2019

**Princeton University Press:** Code FA19  
47% and free freight on 15+ units  
Valid Aug 19 – Nov 15, 2019

**Yale University Press:** Code YUPF19  
48% and FREE FREIGHT on minimum $150  
Valid for two orders Sept 9 – Nov 1, 2019